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Upsurge of transfer pricing controversy seen in emerging countries
Tax administrators in emerging countries continue their efforts to prevent perceived base
erosion, resulting in increased transfer pricing audits and controversy in these countries. In
some Asian and Latin American countries, for example, tax authorities have been assertive in
questioning what they perceive as “abusive” intercompany financing, in addition to challenging
commodities transfer pricing and the substance of principal companies along the supply chain.
In today’s environment, it is more critical than ever for multinational companies to have a
robust transfer pricing strategy in place.

Read more about best practices to manage these risks in EY’s latest Transfer Pricing survey
and an EY Global Tax Alert on BEPS 2.0.

        Related articles:

► Issue 18: 2019 Transfer Pricing and International Tax Survey report: How profound change,
transparency and controversy are reshaping a critical business function

► Issue 17: How are customs audits changing in Asia-Pacific?
► Issue 16: Amid rising global controversy, businesses need to follow best practices
► Issue 15: India to introduce indirect tax resolution scheme aimed at clearing legacy dispute
► Issue 14: Transfer Pricing Controversy in Asia: BEPS 1.0 implementation
► Tax controversy is a global issue – is your company ready?
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EY’s Tax News Update: Global Edition is a free, personalized email subscription service that allows you to receive EY Global Tax Alerts, newsletters,
events, and thought leadership published across all areas of tax. Access more information about the tool and registration here.

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to
your advisors for specific advice.
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